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FFRC: What are the 
interconnections of 

societal and 
technological change?

VTT: Who are the key 
actors in the future 

energy system?

LUT: What could be the 
future of neo-carbon 
electricity market?

FUTURES RESEARCH 
IS AN INTERDISCIPLINARY EFFORT



• Holistic, transdisciplinary and whole-
of-society perspective on energy 
system.

• Focus on possible societal 
disruptions and transformations 
enabled and fostered by the 
renewable energy system.

• The main objective: characterise 
possible socio-economic futures 
related to neo-carbon energy 
system.

• What kinds of societal – economic, 
cultural, political and lifestyles-
related – changes does the neo-
carbon energy system promote and 
enable?

• Four transformative scenarios 2050

/ WP1: ABOUT



1. Renewablesand ”socio-technical imaginaries”

2. Societal scenarios

3. Testing the scenarios

4. Glocal Insightsand transformational leadership

Structure



Renewables and 
”socio-technical

imaginaries”



Renewable energy technologies will change societies – their
economy, culture, values etc. – in the same way any new major
technology will.

Energy technologies are ”general purpose technologies” (railways, 
internet, AI etc.) which can be applied to almost anything.

Society and its values will in turn affect the energy system. The
future of renewable energy is shaped by how we imagine its
possibilities.

We need collective visions – sociotechnical imaginaries –
to realise the full potential of renewables.

Energy technologies as drivers for transformation



Because energy technologies and social change are so closely
related, we can anticipate societal futures through them.

This can be done by looking at the values and practices that 
are “built-in” as potentials into renewable energy technologies.

Technology foresight
Anticipating societal futures

through technology



The core values of renewables

Abundance. Renewables hold a promise for an abundance of 
energy – even greater than the abundance from oil. In history, 
societal progress has always been based on increase in energy 
supply.

Ecological sustainability. Renewable energy is sustainable 
when compared to non-renewables. A wide adoption of 
renewable energy can steers citizens’ values as more ecological 
– perhaps even towards a transformation to deep ecology?



Decentralisation and networkedness. Renewable 
resources are more evenly distributed and less 
expensive to utilise than non-renewables. They thus 
belong to the same set of decentralised, “grassroots” 
technologies as the internet, social media, and mobile 
devices. 

Democracy and the grassroots. In the renewable 
energy system citizen can become energy producers 
– prosumers. This increases their autonomy. In the 
future prosumer citizens can, for instance, establish 
their own micro-factories powered by renewables.



Societal
scenarios



• A distributed and decentralised, 100 % renewable energy system with 
solar and wind as the main sources of energy, and batteries and 
synthetic hydrocarbons as the main storage technologies.

• Energy is harvested from everywhere in the environment – by 
prosumer-citizens, devices, clothes, windows, infrastructure etc.

• The energy system and all technologies are highly energy efficient. 
This provides societies with more energy than before, and thus allows 
the development of societies.

Neo-Carbon Energy system in all four
scenarios



• In all scenarios (except for one, which 
is a collapse scenario) mass-
automation and large-scale use of 
artificial intelligence are in place.

• Societies are deeply and thoroughly 
networked by ubiquitous information 
and communication technologies.

• The costs of living and production 
have fallen due to low energy prices 
and cutting-edge technologies.



Article on the vision and all scenarios



• Decentralisation, inexpensive energy, and 
prosumerism promote a peer-to-peer society.

• Decentralised and prosumeristic renewable
energy is one of the building blocks of future 
peer-to-peer communities, workplaces and 
entire societies.

• The prosumeristic energy system itself is peer-
to-peer as citizens will consume energy
produced by other citizens



Solar PVs with digital manufacturing technologies such 
as 3D printing make possible small-scale, communal 
industrial production with self-sufficient lifestyles.

Automation and artificial intelligences change the
concept of work – by 2050 many of current jobs may be
replaced by ”self-employment” in peer-networks.

Education, media, urban planning, politics etc.

Examples of future peer-to-peer society



Decentralised, 
renewable
energy: supplies
inexpensive, 
sustainable energy

Internet: 
organisation and 
coordination of 
peers

Digital 
technologies: 
new means of 
production

Automation and 
artificial
intelligences: free
human resources
to new uses

New culture & values:
creativity? self-

sufficiency? altruism? 
ecological values?

Elements of peer-to-peer society



The scenarios depict four different 
possible outcomes for peer-to-peer 
societies:

• in two of the scenarios – Green DIY 
Engineers and New Consciousness –
citizens self-organise by themselves

• in the other two – Radical Startups and 
Value-Driven Techemoths – citizens 
establish peer-networks within “traditional” 
organisations.



Testing the
scenarios



The four scenarios were worked on and 
elaborated in five futures cliniques (see infocard).

Three peer-reviewed articles written about the
scenarios.



Ruotsalainen, J. & Heinonen S. (2018). Building a Global 
Community – Technology Giants as Peer-to-Peer 
Hybrids? Futures (in review)

Article on Value-driven Techemoth scenario



Value-Driven Techemoths

Inexpensive energy has empowered giant, global 
technology corporations. Peer-to-peer models are 
practiced within these “techemoths”. 

They represent the Silicon Valley vision of emancipation, 
freedom, creativity and open source, but at the same 
time seek to dominate economy and culture. Technology 
companies assume a societal role – provide 
infrastructure, education, urban planning etc.



• To find out whether technology giants draw from values and 
cultures of peer-to-peer, we analysed an over 5000-word 
manifesto by Mark Zuckerberg, the CEO of Facebook.

• In the manifesto Zuckerberg emphasises the emancipation of 
peer communities, while at the same time stresses the
importance of leaders and top-down structures. Facebook is 
to provide a ”social infrastructure” for the years to come.

• The analysis supports the hypotheses that in the future peer-
to-peer might be realised as facilitated by Facebook and 
other technology giants, and that tech companies seek to 
broaden their social roles.



• The GAFA are deeply involved in the cutting-edge research on artificial 
intelligence, big data (Makridakis 2017) and renewable energy 
(https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2017/11/x-google-moonshot-
factory/540648/), general purpose technologies with huge potentials for all 
spheres of life.

• Amazon already operates in increasingly wide-ranging industries: from online 
retail to cloud-computing to streaming to digital education services – among many 
others (Russell and Seshagiri 2017).

• The role of Facebook in shaping public discussion, media systems and 
democratic processes is widely acknowledged (Boyd 2016; Cadwalladr 2017).

• Sideway Labs of Google is planning an 800 acre neighbourhood in Toronto 
(Badger 2017), and Apple is to build its new stores as new “town squares” 
(Grabar 2017).

• Tesla gave away all its patents in the spirit of “open source” in order to spur the 
electric car industry (Musk 2014).

Some anecdotal evidence from the media



Karjalainen, J. & Byrne, R. (2018) Pioneering solar 
energy companies in Kenya and Tanzania – past 
development trajectories and future scenarios, Energy 
Research & Social Science.

Article on Radical Start-Ups scenario



Radical Startups

Inexpensive renewable energy has levelled the playing field 
for startups and small and medium-sized companies. These 
companies act as peer-to-peer communities and use peer-to-
peer principles. Startups are known for their culture, values, 
and bold aspirations.

Startups have a “social consciousness”. Many of them 
operate in the energy and environment sectors.



• Policy-makers are focussed on clean energy technology ventures in 
developing countries. Landscape changes in global technology, mobile & 
ICT, development efforts, climate finance and innovation collaboration have 
‘teased out’ solar innovation

• In the article, we analysed entrepreneurs and solar startups in Kenya & 
Tanzania. 

• ‘Pay-as-you-go (PAYG) model’ = paying for solar on a use-basis with mobile 
money, is a radical innovation because of its social aspect. As a finance 
innovation, it removes the upfront cost of solar. Now, it is tweaked 
incrementally with new technologies, such as AI.

• Social entrepreneurs recognise opportunities, experiment with ideas, search 
and tackle problems pragmatically. Pioneering may drive a niche, shape it 
into being, strengthen its networks, and bind other actors into a network. 
How can we empower individuals and groups ‘to pioneer’ even further?



• Clean energy startups are emerging
(https://www.technologyreview.com/s/608059/why-bad-things-happen-to-clean-energy-startups/)

• Startups are investing in tackling social problems
(https://www.hs.fi/talous/art-2000005030072.html?share=e26b0fd46e556e9612752d007331af3d) 

and their selling point is to do social and environmental good
(https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/ethical-startups-taking-on-internet-giants)

• Some startups are experimenting with bossles workplaces, 
reflecting peer-to-peer practices (https://newrepublic.com/article/122965/can-billion-
dollar-corporation-zappos-be-self-organized)

• Open-source is becoming more common in the tech world
(http://factor-tech.com/feature/open-source-surge-companies-may-ditch-patents-favour-open-tech-
research/)

• This solar-powered TV brings global news to rural Africa 
(http://edition.cnn.com/2016/06/02/africa/m-kopa-solar-tv-kenya/index.html) 

Some anecdotal evidence from the media



Article on New Consciousness scenario



New Consciousness

Information and communication technologies, ecological 
values and decentralised renewable energy have 
transformed citizens' mindsets. People do not conceive 
themselves as separate, self-profit seeking individuals, but 
deeply intertwined with other humans and nature. 

Societies are organised as open global collaboration and 
sharing of energy, resources and information.



• Identity defined as social and psychological concept: when
societies change, so do identities.

• If the world becomes more networked and collaborative
with new technologies, identities should become more
”shared” as well

• The industrial times have been built on strong individualism: 
people were seen as selfish and their identities essentially
fixed and bounded within an individual’s brain. This may
change in the future.



• Modern individualism is one of the root causes of the
current ecological crisis.

• Individual liberties, the ethics of maximizing one’s own
good, and increasing material prosperity are core
features of industrialised societies, and drivers of the
ecological crisis (Nolt 2013; Jasanoff, 2002).

• IF identities become less egoistic in the emerging
networked techno-social environment, ecologically and 
ethically aware thinking could become prevailing.



• Virtual reality, memes and online campaigns are used to increase
empathy (https://broadly.vice.com/en_us/article/8x4abz/tears-roll-down-their-cheeks-the-women-
changing-the-world-wit-virtual-realityh, https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2015/11/pray-for-
paris-empathy-facebook/416196/)

• Climate change is more than a tech problem, so we need systemic 
social change (https://ensia.com/voices/climate-change-social-fix/)

• Is humanity evolving into a hive? (http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20160414-is-
humanity-evolving-into-a-hive?ocid=twfut)

• Bitcoin mining consumes more electricity than 159 countries, 
including Ireland (https://powercompare.co.uk/bitcoin/)

Some anecdotal evidence from the media



New Consciousness

Interview for Kiinteistö ja Energia

Video Interviews of Breyer, and Heinonen 
by Valentina Karga (KONE Foundation)
to be integrated into a narrative video from the Model United Nations on 
the topic of climate change in Berlin 



Pioneers and 
Transformative

Leadership



Glocal insights of pioneers 

Survey -> working paper

Trento University, Italy

Complex Futures, Turku

London Smart Partnership Hub

Solapur University, India



Three peer-review articles written about the
pioneers

Heinonen, S. & Karjalainen, J. (2017). Hybridimetodi
tulevaisuuden energiamurroksen luotaamiseksi – heikkojen
signaalien ja transformatiivisten skenaarioiden pohjalta tehty
edelläkävijäanalyysi. Futura 3/2017, 18-42.

Heinonen, S. & Karjalainen, J. (2017). Pioneer analysis as a 
futures research method for analysing transformations. Springer

Karjalainen, J. & Heinonen, S. (2018) Around the world with 
renewable energy – glocal insights of radical transformations 
2050, Journal of Futures Studies (tbs).

+ one master’s thesis by Lang forthcoming



MEXICO – CHILE – ARGENTINA – URUGUAY – INDIA?

CLA Game on Neo-Carbon Energy Scenarios -> Arabic
Surprising Energy Futures



RESULTS FOR SCIENCE COMMUNICATION:
BOOK PROPOSAL ON 

NEW BIG ELECTRIFICATION IN P2P SOCIETY

https://futuresconference2018.wordpress.com/
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